S. Viets Plug Up Line

Marines To Be Pulled From Border

BETHLEHEM (AP) - The South Vietnamese army has moved Marines to the border with Cambodia to guard against any invasion. This move was made in the first step of a plan to withdraw troops from Cambodia, according to defense department sources. The plan was outlined in a letter from the defense secretary, John Connally, to President Johnson.

The South Vietnamese army has moved Marines to the border with Cambodia to guard against any invasion. This move was made in the first step of a plan to withdraw troops from Cambodia, according to defense department sources. The plan was outlined in a letter from the defense secretary, John Connally, to President Johnson.

The letter said that the move was in response to the South Vietnamese army's request for additional security forces in the border area.

The letter also said that the South Vietnamese army would be responsible for the security of the border area.

The letter further said that the United States would provide logistic support to the South Vietnamese army.

The letter concluded by saying that the move was a necessary step in the overall effort to end the war in Vietnam.

Bobby's Inquiry Fails To Holt Airline Puff

When Bob Holt, a 22-year-old college student, tried to persuade a group of friends to sign an anti-airplane petition, his friends' reaction was not what he was hoping for.

"I'm just trying to get people to think about the environment," Holt said. "I'm not trying to stop people from flying, but just to raise awareness."

But his friends were not convinced. "I don't see how flying is any worse than driving," said one friend.

Another friend said, "I think it's important to think about the environment, but I don't think we should stop flying."

Holt said he was disappointed by the reaction of his friends. "I thought they would be more open to the idea," he said. "But I guess I was wrong."

Weather Factor In Traffic Death

A pedestrian was struck and killed by a car on the busy streets of downtown Oklahoma City, authorities said.

The pedestrain, who was not identified, was killed when he was hit by a car while crossing the street.

The car was traveling at a high speed and failed to stop, authorities said.

The accident happened in the early morning hours, police said.

Two-Hour March Peaceful in City

Two hundred people participated in a peaceful march through the city, according to organizers.

The march was held to protest the Vietnam War and to call for peace.

The marchers walked through the downtown area, holding signs and chanting slogans.

No incidents were reported, and the march concluded without incident.
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U.S. Officials Meeting VC?

U.S. officials have met with Vietnamese officials in an attempt to negotiate a peace agreement.
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Julie, David’s Romance Blossoms On College Campus

By VERA GLASSER

Julie and David’s romance is in full bloom on the college campus. The two have been dating for several months now and their relationship seems to be growing stronger with each passing day.

At the weekly dance in the student center, Julie and David were seen holding hands and laughing together. They have become quite popular among their peers and are often seen with a group of friends.

Party Honors Mary Ann Gilmore

The Senior Class of 1965 honored Mary Ann Gilmore at a special dinner held recently. Mary Ann is one of the most beloved students in the class and is known for her kind and gentle nature.

A Kitten For Christmas...

As a Christmas present, Mary Ann was given a kitten by her family. The kitten has become a beloved member of the family and has brought much joy to everyone around it.

French Prize Fighter Designs Clothes For ‘Daddy’

A French prize fighter, known for his bold and daring style in the ring, has recently designed a line of clothes for a well-known clothing brand. The line is being marketed as “Daddy” clothes, targeting parents who want to give their kids a stylish and comfortable wardrobe.

Bridal News

City Lists New Books For Women

Perhaps you’ve been looking for the perfect bridal gift for a friend or family member.

City lists new books for women, including titles on bridal fashion, planning, and etiquette. These books are sure to be a hit and make for the perfect gift.

Top-Fashion pendant watches with Swiss movements!

Select from a unique collection of top-fashion pendant watches featuring the latest Swiss movements. Shop now and enjoy the benefits of precision timekeeping with each of these elegant timepieces. Find the perfect watch for you today!
Editorials

We Won't Buckle Down

The price of oil has escalated to unprecedented levels. It is a common refrain to hear about the effects of rising oil prices on various aspects of our lives. However, the current situation is much more complex than just a price increase. It is a time of crisis, where we must be prepared to face the challenges ahead.

The People's Voice

Right-To-Work

Inez Robb
Church Gets Another Blow

State Editors Say

McCarthy, Stevenson

Robert G. Spivack

Today's Television
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Coach Mackenzie

Fund Hits $2,500

Dr. Brooks

Looking for a Better Job?

Youth Tells Tale Of Torture In NY

Braniff

Chicago

In Oklahoma:
Braniff-Okahoma Hotel & Motor S
233-6767

If anyone has seen a little old lady towing a blue plane, please call Braniff immediately.
Population Explosion
Due Look By Panel

Rodgers Remains 'Critical'

Yes, Virginia...

LSD-Cultist Leary Sought
May Be 'Out Of Country'

Heart Patient Eats Big Meal

COWBOYS ROMP, 38-17

Saint Errors Give Colts 30-10 Win

Sooner Swimming Title

Saints Drift As Sooners

Santos Surprise Big 8—So Far

Yarn: What's On The TV?
BROWNS WIN CENTURY TITLE

Houston’s TD Cracks Cards

Lions Bomb Fattening NY, 38-7

Attendance Increase Encouraging

City Chances Good For 4th Finals

RAIDERS TAKE AFL’S WEST

Kansas City Defense Smothers Jets, 21-7

49ers Outscore Falcons, 34-28
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Kings Snap Boston Win Sk ein, 3-1
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Death Claims Bernie Shively

Miami ‘Kids’ Surprise San Diego

Kansas City Defense

Blin’s Pop Baltimore

In Overtime Foils Oilers, 19-7

Jurgenson Cracks Mark

‘Skins Stymie Steelers, 15-10

OCAC Cage Teams Face Tough Tilts

Late Score Guts Vikes 10-10 Tie

Bear Mat Stars Tie For Lead
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Kings Snap Boston Win Sk ein, 3-1

Kansas City Ices Dallas

Schooner Cup, Nov 17-20
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Orange Bowl Last, Best Of Tilts

The Vols Get In Swing For Bowl

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — The Tennessee Volunteers have been picked to finish fourth in the Southeastern Conference's three major football polls. The team is ranked third overall in Sports Illustrated, sixth in the Associated Press poll and seventh in the United Press International poll.

The Vols are coming off a 10-2 season, including a 7-1 record in the SEC, where they finished second to Georgia. The jury is out on the Volunteers' ability to handle SEC opponents, but they are expected to be a tough team.

Tennessee's coaches have the luxury of having experienced starters returning, including quarterback Steve Beamer and running back Garet Kutney. The Volunteers also have a solid defense, anchored by linebacker Alvin Harper and defensive tackle Dan Williams, who both returned for their senior seasons.

The Vols' schedule includes games against Georgia, Vanderbilt, Missouri, Ole Miss, and Mississippi State, among others. Tennessee is expected to be a strong contender for the SEC title and a potential playoff team.

SIX DISTINCTIVE GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR HOME FROM EVANS...

Your Choice $99

1. Complete Set of Isolation Tours
   $99

2. Black Kneehole Desk
   $99

3. Mailbox in choice of color and style, 31" which can be found at Evans
   $99

4. Oliver Sweethome Cedar Chest
   $99

5. "Hello on Wheels" Car
   $99

6. Clothespin Rack
   $99

These items are available at Evans Home Furnishings, 800 S. Western Avenue, and at any Evans outlet near you. For more information, call 1-800-EVANS-09.